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PREFACE 
 

 
 

Welcome to the Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting Working Group Annual Report and 
State of the Organization for Fiscal Year 2013. This report is produced and presented 
here for the following reasons: It has been put together to assist you by providing 
commonly referenced information at your fingertips. The report outlines our 
organization so non-members may better understand our mission statement. It provides 
accountability to our members. It demonstrates transparency to our stakeholders for 
our 501(C)(3) international non-profit. It provides our partners a record of how we 
utilize the support they provide and the value that is created. As you read this report, 
understand that it should be used extensively to gain a better understanding of the 
ARFF Working Group.   
 
In addition to the use of this report as a listing of F/Y 2013 activity; this report will be 
modified and reissued as the ARFF Working Group Board of Directors Report at our 
Annual Conference.  
 
Soliciting support from the many organizations and individuals is necessary to keep the 
ARFF Working Group strong and viable is a very time consuming and tedious process.  
Having this established and complete report detailing the ARFF Working Group will 
certainly help. 
 
Please feel free provide your comments on how it can be improved. 

 

“To Promote the Science and Improve the Methods of Aviation Fire Protection and Prevention” 
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HISTORY OF AIRCRAFT RESCUE 
 
 

The CFR (Crash Fire Rescue) problem dates back to 1903 when the Wright Brothers 
carried with them a half gallon of gasoline contained in a tank twelve inches long and 
three inches in diameter.  There is no known record of the first aircraft crash fire.  In 
those early days, since landing speeds were very low, most airport accidents were 
surprisingly survivable.  When a major accident did occur which involved fire, the 
occupants were usually killed by the impact rather than from thermal sources. 
 
It was not until World War II that any real effort was made in the CFR field.  Aircraft 
design had changed from biplane to the monoplane.  Large quantities of fuel were being 
carried in the wings and fuselage.  Large numbers of relatively inexperienced aircrews 
rapidly thrown into combat together with uncertain weather conditions accounted for 
more accidents than those resulting from enemy action.  CFR became mandatory 
overnight. 
 
By today’s standards the 
extinguishing agents and 
equipment were primitive; 
however, the enthusiastic 
response of the emergency 
crews and the small area of the 
airports, runways approximately 
3000 feet for fighters and 6000 
feet for bombers, resulted in a 
surprisingly high probability of 
successful rescue.  Rescue crews 
were located by the control 
tower manned with trained 
personnel; response capability 
was excellent. 
 
Photo provided by Johnny Dennis at 
Memphis International Airport. His 
Grandfather is one of the WWII 
firefighters.  
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Following World War II, CFR was almost forgotten in the civil aviation world.  The 
military CFR services fortunately continued research although at a much reduced level.  
CO2   gave way to the use of protein foam.  Fire trucks improved in size, speed and 
discharge capability but still throughout civilian aviation, there was little progress 
except for a very small percentage of the major terminals.  With the advent of 
commercial jet aircraft with their large passenger and fuel capacity, some renewed 
interest was aroused and progress was resumed. 
 
Those of us who remained in aviation in a civilian capacity remembered the catastrophic 
aircraft fires that we experienced in flight operations during World War II.  At front 
line airfields where CFR services were rudimentary to non-existent, many lives were lost 
in crash fires because the flight crews who often survived the crash were trapped in 
the wreckage and unable to escape.  Commercial airports after the war did not learn 
from these experiences and the emergency services, if any, that were provided, were 
ineffective.  A survey taken by the Air Line Pilots Association in 1968 of the 530 
commercial airports in the United State shows that over half of them still had no 
emergency services based on the airport and relied on structural equipment from the 
nearest town. 
 
This brief “History of ARFF” is adopted from the original ARFF Working Group “Red 
Book” distributed to members during the 3rd Annual ARFF Working Group Meeting in 
Houston, Texas April 1992.  It includes excerpts from two papers written by Mr. Victor 
Hewes.  Mr. Hewes was known throughout the world as an International Advocate for 
Aviation Safety.  Mr. Hewes was a former World War II combat pilot, retired Delta 
Airlines Captain, member of the Air Line Pilots Association, NFPA Aviation Section and 
Honorary member and Legend of the ARFF Working Group. 
 
 
 

HISTORY OF THE ARFF WORKING GROUP 
 
THEN: 
 
As ARFF evolved, many in the field felt the need to share information and training with 
each other, yet avenues for this type of association among the aircraft fire fighting 
community were limited.  Many firefighters had expressed the desire to form such a 
group for many years.  Some firefighters had even attempted to form limited forms of 
an aircraft fire protection group pre-dating the ARFFWG. 
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The Associates International Representing Crash Rescue and Technology (AIRCRAFT) 
based in Cleveland, Ohio were formed in the early 1980’s.  In Southern California a 
group of airport firefighters formed an organization to improve information exchange. 
 
During the late 1980’s a great deal of research was accomplished at the National Fire 
Academy library and during visits to many of the aircraft fire protection meetings and 
conferences held throughout the country and the world.  The library at the Fire 
Academy revealed no collected source of aircraft technical information or organized 
groups, other than the NFPA and the International Fire Service Training Association 
publications.  Although, the NFPA had established an Aviation Section some years ago, it 
did not seem to represent the idea of the ARFFWG:  namely establishing a forum run 
and operated by firefighters for the benefit of firefighters. 
 
Throughout 1988 and 1989 a letter writing campaign was accomplished.  Letters were 
sent to many of the professionals in the field of ARFF as well as to every known fire 
protection periodical in the form of letters to the editor.  Response to these letters 
indicated a very substantial interest in the formation of a Group designed to act as a 
training informational cross feed of information concerning aircraft crash fire rescue. 
 
A small core group of aviation fire protection personnel decided to attempt to form an 
ARFF group.  Much of the motivation for the effort to form a group was from the 
frustration continually experienced while attempting to gather aircraft fire fighting 
training information.  The underlying premise for the creation of the ARFFWG was; that 
if a call to the aviation fire protection community was not received with interest by 
existing fire groups and publications, that a group was then considered necessary to 

address the great need for 
information and a way to 
exchange it within and among the 
ARFF Community.  
 
First Board of Directors Meeting, 1990:  
left to right, Les Omans – San Jose 
Airport, Mark Lawler – Hickam AFB, Paul 
Fox – Hickam AFB, Bob Relyea – Owner 
Crash Rescue, Jim Persichitte – Chief at 
Denver, Russ Shoaf – Indianapolis, Carl 
Rogers – Midland, Texas, James 
Hathaway – Chief at Sioux City Airport, 
Charlie Duncan – Chief at Atlanta 
Not present: Joan Leedy, Robert Breckel, 
& Alex Quintanilla. 
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A call was put out to the aviation fire protection community in early 1990 to come 
together.   The first meeting in Houston was attended by 75 firefighters who wanted to 
form the ARFFWG. The ARFF Working Group (ARFFWG) was officially formed at this 
meeting.  More impressive than the number who traveled to Houston were those that 
were unable to attend the Houston meeting but sent correspondence indicating their 
interest. 
 
During the first meeting a major effort was accomplished to establish a framework that 
could endure the shaky start that many new organizations experience.  Endorsement for 
the concept was sought and received from the NTSB, FAA and ALPA.  To date, other 
organizations, which deal with aviation, have shown a strong interest in the ARFFWG. 
 
At the first meeting a Board of Directors was elected, from which were chosen a 
Chairman, Vice Chairman and Secretary/Treasurer.  Goals and objectives were outlined 
and the meeting ended with those attending firmly supporting the ARFFWG and what it 
should represent and accomplish. 
 
The purity of purpose was an important principle, which was discussed during the first 
meeting.  Above all else it was agreed that the ARFFWG would proceed along a solid 
foundation built on the highest integrity possible.  A Mission Statement was developed 
which would act as our basic core value. 
 
Since 1990 the ARFFWG has gone through many exciting changes including continued 
growth in membership and industry recognition with many other established 
organizations such as AAAE, NFPA, FAA, NTSB, ICHIEFS, IAFF, ALPA, IPA, and 
IAFPA just to name a few. 
 
Our past participation as a co-located group with the International Association of Fire 
Chiefs, Fire Rescue International Conference since 1993 proved to be a successful joint 
venture. Other co-located events with established fire organizations such as FDIC and 
NFPA have also proven to be valuable venues for the continued education of the airport 
firefighter.  
 
The most important change or should we say challenge to our Board of Directors was 
the reorganization of the ARFFWG. The reorganization started back in 1999, but was 
not fully implemented until August 2001 at the ARFFWG’s 12th Annual Conference.   The 
Board recognized the need for a change.     The transition started when the bylaws were 
revised to change the Board from Airport Index and/or ICAO categories to dividing the 
world into sections.   The intent was to provide global representation.  Thirteen world 
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sections were created plus two corporate sections.  Each section would be represented 
by a Director for a total of 15 Directors. 
 
Although the reorganization took extensive time and commitment, the Board of 
Directors continued to make strides to fulfill our Mission Statement.  The development 
of Training Seminars by the ARFFWG to include Aircraft Familiarization and Tactics & 
Strategies in Fire Fighting Operations has proven to be successful and beneficial to the 
aviation fire fighting community as well as the ARFFWG.  Future educational programs in 
other areas of aviation fire fighting are also being developed. 
 
 
 

FUTURE OF THE ARFF WORKING GROUP 
 
 
AND NOW: 

 
January begins not only a new calendar year for our organization but also the second 
phase of our two year growth and reorganization plan. There are so many positive things 
to tell you about I don’t know where to start. 2012 has been our best year post 9-11. 
Our revenue, conferences, and attendance are up over 20% across the board and we 
anticipate maintaining that momentum through the next year. The success of our 
organization is not exclusively measured in dollars and cents. The increase in revenue 

allows us to expand our 
educational opportunities. A goal 
is to promote air safety and raise 
awareness within our industry. 
One major change we made was in 
the communications between the 
executive board and our staff. 
Along with our monthly BOD 
teleconferences, we now hold 
weekly office meetings. This 
weekly exchange of ideas and 
information holds e-board 
officers accountable to their 
positions and allows our 
organization to function at a 
more informed level. This year 
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we have three very important organizational partnerships that complement and enhance 
our mission statement.  
 
The ARFF Training Alliance with AAAE has been a huge success. The first and foremost 
success has been the ARFF Chiefs and Leadership Conference. This is our 7th joint 
conference and everything is on track to be a premier event. We also use this event to 
have our Board of Directors midyear face to face meeting. The meeting is mandatory 
and funded for our 5 executive board members and optional for the remaining 
Directors. This year we have commitments from all but two of our directors to attend 
the meeting as well as the conference. The second partnership component has been with 
ANTN. Having AAAE film all presentations allows us to archive the information and 
preserve its content indefinitely. Our members can join ANTN and use the 
presentations to supplement their training programs. Third, we will revitalize the old 
Certified Master Firefighter (CMF) accreditation project under the Training Alliance. 
Most every state or local jurisdiction has a basic ARFF certification program. The 
majority of these are NFPA 1003 platforms with IFSAC, Pro Board or DOD 
accreditation. This new program will recognize the Airport Firefighter at a more 
advanced level. The two levels are Airport Master Firefighter (AMF) and Airport Fire 
Officer (AFO). The AMF is a written test based on the basic curriculum plus advanced 
airport specific skills and knowledge. The AFO requires a yearlong research paper along 
with a conference presentation and oral review panel justification. We are also in talks 
with Embry Riddle University to not only review the research papers but offer college 
credit. 
 
The DFW Fire Training Research Center jointly offered DFW/ARFFWG Sectional 
Conference will premiere the opening of a world class ARFF training campus. The 
conference will showcase the new A-380 multi-purpose trainer. To quote the DFW 
website, “This trainer is currently the only A-380 mock up in the United States, 
providing students a one-of-a-kind, realistic experience necessary to prepare for a real 
aircraft incident. The trainer offers multiple perspectives challenging everyone from 
the first responding ARFF firefighters to incident command staff.” Mike Foster and his 
team are working to make this a unique event that will be talked about for years.  
 
The joint International Aviation Fire Protection Association (IAFPA) European 
Conference will draw ARFF professionals from across the globe. This is the first ARFF 
Conference to be held in Europe since 2010. This year’s event is entitled “A Safer 
Future in Aviation.” The program includes case studies from Memphis and Chicago as 
well as presentations from Airbus. The program is a mix of eastern and western world 
philosophy and ideas. The conference is also a rare opportunity for the key board of 
directors from each organization to plot a course of joint cooperation. It is our hope 
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and desire to conduct an annual joint European event. Copenhagen Airport has been 
working for over a year to ensure the conference success.  Another promising 
development is the election of Cletus Packiam as Chair of IAFPA. Chief Packiam is a 
world figure in the ARFF industry and motivated to promote air rescue globally. 
 
The ARFFWG has truly become the premiere international ARFF organization. You’re 
Officers, Directors and leadership team members are much more involved and 
organized. We are also working with Quick Series, IFSTA, NFPA, FAA, NTSB, Boeing, 
and many others to expand our scope of provided resources and services. I want to 
personally encourage you and your airport to get involved.  There are several upcoming 
projects and membership drives that not only benefit this organization but promote air 
safety everywhere. We don’t just want you to join our family; we want you to be engaged 
in the growth.  
 
 

David Y. Whitaker 

Chairman 2011-2013 
 
 
 
ARFFWG Board of Directors 2013  
 
Back row:  David Whitaker, Blair 
Christian,  Brian Kohrmann, Bill 
Hutfilz, Tony Kasper, & Jason 
Graber,  Front Row:  Duane Kann, 
Paul Powell, Sarah O. Peck, Christy 
Delvey, & Lars Erlandsson.  
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MISSION STATEMENT  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The ARFFWG exists primarily as an educational exchange network to discuss and 
analyze procedures to be utilized when dealing with aviation situations and emergencies.  
 
Methods of Aviation Fire Protection and Prevention are often best developed by trial 
and effort. The ARFFWG will provide a forum for all those concerned with aviation fire 
safety, provide essential access to information by which information crossfeeds in areas 
such as training, facilities, operational procedures and lessons learned from incidents 
can be developed. 
 
The ARFFWG will supply manufacturers and suppliers of aviation fire protection 
equipment and services with essential information as polled by our membership.  The 
ARFFWG will assist these companies with the evaluation of their products to assure 
they are supplied with information from the end user (i.e. airport firefighter) so that 
equipment and techniques are developed which demonstrate the highest degree of 
efficiency.  
 
To promote the Science, we must invest in ongoing research and devolvement. We will 
continue to partner in research opportunities with supporting organizations. We will 
seek out and support higher education learning opportunities and bring those results 
back to our membership.  
 
The ARFFWG is an independent organization that does not hold allegiance or alliance to 
any other organization or company, nor any preconceived ARFF ideology.  It is an 
organization motivated and directed by its membership at large. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“To Promote the Science and Improve the Methods of Aviation Fire Protection and Prevention” 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2012-13 
 
 

 
EXECUTIVE 
BOARD 
Left to Right 
 
 
 
 
 

David Whitaker – Chair 
 
Lars Erlandsson – Treasurer 
 
Tony Kasper – 1st Chair 
 
Blair Christian - 2nd Chair 
 
Paul Powell – Secretary 
  

Director 
Section 1  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Christy Delvey 
 
Bradley Int’l Airport 
8 Main St. 
E. Windsor, CT 06088 
 
860-627-3360 
 
cdelvey@yahoo.com 

Director 
Section 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Jason Graber  
 
101 Hampshire Square, S.W Leesburg, 
VA 20175 
 
703-216-3572 
 
jason.graber@mwaa.com 

mailto:cdelvey@yahoo.com�
mailto:jason.graber@mwaa.com�
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Director 
Section 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Duane Kann 
 
Greater Orlando Int’l Airport 
1 Jeff Fuqua Blvd. 
Orlando, FL 32827 
 
407-825-3038 
 
dkann@goaa.org 
 

Director 
Section 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Tony Kasper – 1st Chair 
 
Chicago Fire Dept. Midway (Ret) 
11542 S. Bell Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60643 
 
773-315-1464 
 
Arff652@gmail.com 
 

Director 
Section 5 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
David Y Whitaker – Chair 
 
 
Memphis Fire Department (Ret) 
2785 Rudder Road 
Memphis, TN 38118 
 
901-489-6147 
 
davidw@arffwg.org 
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Director 
Section 6 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  
Bryan Kohrmann  
 
Eagle County Airport 
P.O. Box 850 
Eagle, CO 81631 
 
970-328-2688 
 
bryan.kohrmann@eaglecounty.us 
 

Director 
Section 7 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Bill Hutfilz  
 
Clark County Fire Department 
P.O. Box 11005 
Las Vegas, NV 89111 
 
702-261-5353 
 
 billh@mccaran.com 
 

Director 
Section 8  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Blair Christian - 2nd Chair 
 
 
Halifax Stanfield Int’l Airport           
1 Bell Blvd. Enfield,                         
Nova Scotia B2T 1K2 Canada 

902-873-1216 
 
arff.firefighter@hotmail.com 

Director 
Section 9 

 

OPEN 
 

mailto:bryan.kohrmann@eaglecounty.us�
mailto:billh@mccaran.com�
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Director 
Section 10 

 

OPEN 

Director 
Section 11 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Lars Erlandsson - Treasurer  
 
Swedavia AB, Swedish Airports 
Airport Academy 
Stockholm – Arlanda 
Stockholm Sweden, SE-19045 
 
46 101090044 
 
lars.erlandsson@swedavia.se 
 

Director 
Section 12 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Sarah O'Connor Peck  
 
Akron Brass Company 
343 Venture Blvd. 
Wooster, OH 44691 
 
330-287-7109 
 
soconnor@akronbrass.com 
 

Director 
Section 13 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Paul Powell – Secretary 
 
Rosenbauer 
P.O. Box 549 
Wyoming, MN 55092 
 
651-755-7358 
 
ppowell@rosenbaueramerica.com 
 

 

mailto:lars.erlandsson@swedavia.se�
mailto:soconnor@akronbrass.com�
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STAFF AND REPRESENTIVES 
 

 
Executive 
Administrator 
 
 
 

Barbara Haas  
 
P.O. Box 1539 
Grapevine, TX 76051 
817-409-1100 
info@arffwg.org 

 
  
 
Office  
Manager 
 
 

  
Addy Lawler  
 
6012 N. 102 St.      
Omaha, NE 68134      
402-210-2801 
addy@arffwg.org 

 

Representatives 
Jack Kreckie  
Regulatory Affairs 

jack.kreckie@comcast.net  
617-501-4156 

  Tom Wagner  
Media Affairs 

wagst@aol.com  
773-894-5060 

  
Mark Lawler  
NFPA Rep 

mark.lawler@flyoma.com 
402-661-8040 

  
Jason Graber  
Educational Affairs 

Jason.Graber@MWAA.com  
703-216-3572 

  
Randy Krause  
Index E Chiefs 

krause.r@portseattle.org  
206-787-7399 

  
Kim Olsen  
IAFPA 

k.t.olsen@cph.dk  
45-32312431 

  
John Anderson  
Military Affairs 

andersjm@cox.net  
850-346-8643 

  
Mark Munroe  
NE Training Alliance 

mtmunroe@comcast.net 
603-396-5833 

  
Kevin Miller  
AAAE 

Kevin.Miller@aaae.org 
703-824-0500 

  
Paul Totton  
Policy & Procedure 

ptotton@coventrywren.com  
214-226-7272 

  
Joan Dinneen  
News Publisher 

joan.performance@cox.net  
918-481-5652 

  
Kevin Elmore  
Editorial Board 

kelmore@indianapolisairport.com 
317-487-5113 

  Henry Dinneen 
HDinneen@cox.net  
918-481-5652 

  Mike Lopina 
trk1129@aol.com  
815-838-3287 

  Ray Valenzuela 
rayvalenzuela@ocfa.org  
714-615-0603 

  Matt Mauer 
Matt.Mauer@kcmo.org  
816-243-5180 

 

mailto:info@arffwg.org�
mailto:addy@arffwg.org�
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SECTION & REGIONAL MANAGERS 
 
 

 Section 1 Mark Munroe 
mtmunroe@comcast.net 
603-396-5833 

  
 Section 2 Golda Kiger 

GKIGER76@GMAIL.com       
304-676-1520 

 Section 3 Rod Smith 
rod.smith@atlanta-Airport.com 
404-867-1079 

 Section 4 Michael J Lopina 
mlopina@lockportfire.org 
815-838-3242 

 Section 5 Eric Johansen 
ejohansen@dfwairport.com  
972-574-1815 

 Section 6 Harold McKee 
harold@arfftrainingconcepts.com 
425-327-2386 

 Section 7 Beth Hendel 
elizabeth.hendel@phoenix.gov 
602-534-9999 

 Section 8 James Paterson 
James.Paterson@gov.yk.ca    
867-667-8452 

 Section 9 Paul Looney 
paularff@aol.com                     
203 494 5409 

 Section 10 OPEN   

 Section 11 Kim Olsen 
k.t.olsen@cph.dk  
45-32312431 

 Caribbean Lloyd Gardiner 
lgardinerjr@gmail.com           
242-361-6954 

 Europe Pierre Halleux 
p.halleux@charleroi-airport.com 
32-71-251-984 

 Mid-East John Olson 
 johnny.fire@t-online.de           
49-6746-625 

  Africa Lyndon Dennis 
lyndond@gmail.com 
278-355-60818 

 

mailto:rod.smith@atlanta-Airport.com�
mailto:mlopina@lockportfire.org�
mailto:harold@arfftrainingconcepts.com�
mailto:elizabeth.hendel@phoenix.gov�
http://arffwg.org/management-team/sectional-managers/lyndon-j-dennis-africa/lyndond@gmail.com�
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TONY KASPER 1st VICE CHAIR REPORT 

 
 

The Year in the Rear View Mirror 
 
Technology has increased our ability to navigate our way forward. Google Maps, various 
phone apps and GPS devices enhance our travels across town and between points new 
and far from our comfort zone. In order to see where we are going, we need to look into 
the past. The experiences of the past are the educational tools for our future. Our 
history helps us to avoid mistakes and create a smooth transition to the future. It is in 
that vein that I wish to recap for us the conferences and sectional seminars of the past 
year. 
 
October 2011 was the 22nd Annual Conference. The 22nd annual was held in beautiful 
Orlando, Florida. This meeting opened and closed with STARS. American football legend 
Lou Holtz opened the conference. Coach Holtz was the Keynote speaker. His 
presentation was entitled “Game Plan for Success”.  Coach Holtz warmed the crowd with 
light humor and invigorated us with his life lessons on achieving success.  
 
The conference kicked off with an exceptional golf tournament at one of Disney’s PGA 
courses, which was definitely not the most desired place for a professional divot master 
such as me!  This conference was attended by more than 300 members and 34 
vendor/corporate partners. The diligent and enthusiastic team work provided by Chief 
Kahn and Orlando International Airport ensured the success of the annual. 
 
The conference banquet was topped off by Lee Starrick. Lee was assigned to the ARFF 
crews at the Kennedy Space Center for NASA. Lee provided us with inside details and a 
history of ARFF actions during his 30 years of protecting the men and women of our 
space program. The conference banquet concluded with the induction of Les Omans as 
an ARFFWG Legend. 
 
St. Petersburg, Florida was the site of the 2012 AAAE/ARFF Chiefs’ Conference. This 
conference opened with a friendly meet and greet that grew into a Super Bowl party!  
For those that live outside of the U.S., this is the American Football (gridiron) 
Championship. This is a High Holy Holiday for many of us on this side of the pond!  
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The 2012 AAAE/ARFF Chiefs and Leadership School provided educational instruction in 
a wide range of areas that included a discussion on the legalities that surround 
personnel issues as well as successful ways to lead change within your department. 
Several presentations highlighted reviews and lessons learned from incidents around the 
globe. Presentations were made by Joseph Kalet, Legal Counsel Metropolitan Washington 
Airport Authority, Randy Krause Fire Chief Port of Seattle, and Ronald Dom Fire chief 
Brussels, Belgium. The educational sessions exemplified our mission statement which is 
“To Promote the Science and Improve the Methods of Aviation Fire Protection and 
Prevention”. 
 
From May 6th to May 8th, 2012, Section 5 of the ARFFWG hosted a sectional seminar. 
The location of this event was Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. This sectional provided 
participants with insight to and involvement with much of the research that goes on 
behind the scenes in the air industry.  This was a very valuable seminar as many of us in 
ARRF are not typically privy to this type of work and research. 
 
The participants were given an opportunity to witness demonstrations of live scientific 
studies that dealt with the human element in flight. The Civil Aviation Medical Institute 
studies factors that influence human performance in the aerospace environment. 
“CAMI” is the acronym for this heralded facility and they are the FAA’s medical 
certification, research, education and occupational health wing of the FAA’s Office of 
Aerospace Medicine. Members were introduced to the laboratory and given 
presentations on the scientific studies and research data of crash scenarios. Highly 
accurate and computer sensitive crash test “dummies” and crash sleds were also 
demonstrated for the attendees. 
 
Subsequent presentations outlined the changes that were implemented to the design 
and cabin configurations based on the test results derived from this sophisticated 
equipment.  These highly informative presentations were augmented by hands-on 
scenarios which featured smoked filled cabins, the use of evacuation slides and in-water 
use of slides, life rafts and personal flotation devices. The in-water scenarios 
incorporated the merger between these rescue devices and access to helicopters 
equipped with rescue baskets and harnesses. 
 
Although the afore mentioned training and information was certainly enough for a 
seminar on its own, the next presentation introduced us to something completely 
different.  Imagine this:  your units are dispatched to a 727 on final with smoke in the 
cabin.  There are 88 passengers and crew aboard. The aircraft lands and rolls out to a 
stop at the end of the runway. As you and your apparatus arrive and take up positions, 
you see slides being deployed. The first people out and on the ground have baggage….. 
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Wait, that is not baggage, it’s… it’s… a shotgun?!  What may have just landed at your 
aerodrome is a flight operated by the United States Air Marshals!  The conference 
attendees were enthralled by the presentations conducted by the Federal Air Marshal’s 
Service. This segment featured the roles and responsibilities of the agents who guard 
and transport prisoners.  These individuals are being secured and moved between 
various facilities. The air marshals are also responsible for transporting aliens back to 
their home countries for repatriation.  This service is known by the acronym “JPATS” 
Justice Prisoner and Alien Transportation System. This was once again a welcome, new, 
and original informational scenario.  Many of us have not been involved in this specific 
type of air flight situation. Members were informed about the rules and regulations 
pertinent to safeguarding the transportation of prisoners. Members were also informed 
on how best to assist the Federal Air Marshals in the event of an incident aboard this 
specialized flight. 
 
The ARRF Working Group extends sincere thanks to both our members in Section 5 and 
to Oklahoma City for developing a well-organized sectional seminar complete with such 
riveting and original presentations. 
 
July takes the ARFFWG across the country to the State of Ohio. Cleveland, Ohio is the 
home of our past treasurer Ed Jones. Ed extended an invitation to ARFFWG members 
to attend a fly in seminar hosted by Erie Huron Ottawa Vocational Fire Academy and 
the Mansfield Air National Guard Base 92. This one day event included demonstrations 
and classes pertaining to familiarization of various rotorcrafts. This class included 
sessions involving medical, corporate, private and military helicopters. Jason Graber and 
Ed Jones represented the ARFFWG. Ed has always been a consummate professional and 
has informed the group about training opportunities in his section. Special thanks go to 
Ed for his continued support! 
 
This brings us to the finale of 2012.  Las Vegas, Nevada was the site of a return trip for 
the ARFFWG. The location for this meeting was the South Point Hotel and Conference 
Center. This conference was especially successful!  Our member attendance for this 
event was well over 300 people and there were over 40 corporate partners participating. 
Opening Ceremonies were co-officiated by Chairman David Whitaker and Bertral 
Washington, Fire Chief of Clark County Fire Department.  The Honor Guard from Clark 
County presented the colors and we held observance of the Flags of our Member 
Nations. The keynote speaker for our 2012 annual was Battalion Chief John Salka of the 
New York City Fire Department. The theme for his address was “Fire Service 
Superiority”. Chief Salka delivered an inspirational speech focused on providing your 
best service to the public, fostering growth among your fire company members and 
creating an atmosphere for success for the future. 
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The annual conference also included presentations from across the globe: Airport 
Manager Han van den Broek detailed the response to the Turkish Airline 737 incident at 
Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. Kim Olsen, Assistant Chief from Copenhagen, Denmark 
spoke on the topic of Compressed Air Foam Operations.  Additional presentations were 
made by Jack Kreckie, Marc Tonnacliff and Eric Johansen on various topics. 
 
The conference banquet attendees were stunned and surprised by the arrival of one of 
the top Elvis impersonators! A rip roaring performance of Elvis singing and Las Vegas 
comedy routines brought everyone to their feet. The evening was punctuated by the 
Legends Award presented to Gary Schott. Gary is one of the founding members of the 
ARFFWG. Gary continues to be a lifelong member of the organization as well as one of 
our corporate sponsors.  Congratulations to Gary and we thank him for his years of 
service to our industry and to the ARFFWG! 
 
All in all, 2012 will be remembered as a very exciting and successful year. Our goals are 
to build on our momentum, increase membership, and to provide our members with the 
best services and education. 
 
Additionally, we would like to extend our sincere thanks to our long time partners and 
sponsors.  Thank you all, you perform a most valuable service to the organization! 
 
To our newest sponsors, we warmly say, welcome and thank you for your interest in our 
organization. You are much more than business partners, you are friends and family and 
your involvement with the ARFFWG is very much appreciated.  
 
Finally, a very special thank you goes out to Ken Dempsy. Ken is both our past 1st Vice-
Chair and conference chairman. The great things that you and your committee 
accomplished in 2012 are very much appreciated.  We look forward to continuing to build 
on these accomplishments as we move the ARFFWG forward in 2013.      
   
 
 
 

BLAIR CHRISTIAN 2nd VICE CHAIR REPORT 
 

 
Hello, my name is Blair Christian and I am the Second Vice-Chair for the Aircraft 
Rescue & Fire Fighting (ARFF) Working Group as well as the Canadian Director. 
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My initial involvement with the group began when I was approached to speak at an 
aircraft cargo seminar in Memphis. I was very impressed by how well the seminar was 
run and how strongly all of the members attending felt about their profession. That 
first experience at the ARFF Working Group exposed me to a group of peers who were 
passionate about aircraft firefighting and wanted to develop themselves and the 
industry in a positive way. 
 
Now I have over thirty years experience working at an ICAO category 8 (index D) 
airport and have responded to a fairly wide amount of incidents that helps me in my 
decision making every day. They say that experience is the best teacher but, it is also a 
very expensive teacher. After joining the ARFF Working Group; I entered into an 
environment where I am able to share my experiences and learn from a network of 
fellow firefighters who were willing to talk about training ideas, lesson plans, give advice 
on making major purchases and sharing what they learned from their experiences.  This 
has made me a more effective fire officer and my airport has benefited. I have been 
able to ask end-users their opinions about what equipment works best and what items to 
avoid. I’ve gained ideas on how to plan for the next multi-agency exercise and how to 
make it a more interesting.  I’ve also returned home from the ARFF Working Group 
conferences feeling more motivated and with a fresh set of ideas. 
 
The ARFF Working Group is only as strong as its membership. We have weathered the 
economic storm that has taken place over the past several years and emerged poised for 
growth.  The year 2013 is one that will be dedicated to building the membership and I 
would like to encourage all of you to help. You can explain to potential members that the 
Aircraft Rescue & Fire Fighting Working Group is dedicated to promoting the science 
and the sharing of ARFF information between airport firefighters, municipal fire 
departments and all others concerned with aircraft firefighting.  Some of the many 
resources that we offer are the online forum, the ARFF aircraft database, access to 
the ARFF newsletter and, the many conferences and seminars as well as, the invaluable 
network of professionals. 
 
There are several different types of memberships available ranging from individual 
memberships to organizational.  
 

1.  An individual membership allows access for one individual to the ARFF Working 
Group and gives them voting rights.  

2.  Our organizational memberships can have multiple members depending on the size 
of the organization (Index or Category). For example; an index C (category 7) 
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airport may have three voting members while an index E (category 9) may have 5 
members. In the past, many organizational members have only named one person 
and have not submitted names of other members. You can help our membership 
grow just by ensuring that your organization lets the ARFF Working Group know 
who your members are. 

In closing; I would like to remind you that no email, phone call or pamphlet can compete 
with the effectiveness of a face to face meeting when it comes to soliciting support for 
a cause. I am hoping that each of you can speak with your fellow ARFF professionals and 
let them know what we have to offer and how each of you can make a difference. 
 
 
 

PAUL POWELL, SECRETARY REPORT 
 
 
I hope this article finds your New Year off to a great start. As your Secretary for the 
ARFFWG, I feel we are headed to greater heights than our organization has ever 
reached. Remember that this is your ARFFWG and you have several avenues of input. 
With the recent acquisition of the ARFF Info forum from our good friend Don Elliott 
we have all the items we need to keep the lines of communication open.   
 
We are also on Facebook and look to expand our social media footprint in 2013. The 
website has been updated and works great. We are always on the point for ways to 
improve and keep the great ideas flowing. So let’s have a brief overview of what is on 
the front burner for 2013. 
 
Don’t forget that the annual conference is a long way off, but the planning and 
paperwork are right here right now. That is where the job of the secretary comes in. 
With contracts and MOU/MOA documents, it is part of the secretary’s job to review 
these documents. Another part of the ARFFWG Secretary’s job is to keep notes of the 
monthly teleconferences. This job demands rapid note taking and constant attention to 
voice recognition to make sure you put the right note with the right person. This does 
tend to keep me on my toes. Quick and handwriting are two actions that tend to make 
my messy handwriting even more resemble hieroglyphics. 
 
One of our more daunting tasks for 2013 is a review of bylaws and conducting an 
extensive study of how to ensure that all airports and members of the ARFFWG has a 
vote and are duly represented. With any tweaking of ARFFWG bylaws, it requires 
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careful inspection and a keen eye so that no mistakes are made. Once the words are 
there, we have to put this out 90 days prior to the vote which would occur at the annual 
conference. If anything is incorrect, then it has to wait until the next review to fix the 
errors. With this endeavor we will need feedback and input from all that would like to 
voice their opinions on these matters. With as much explanation as possible, without 
confusing everyone; we need to outline how an “E” airport with over a hundred members 
and a “A” index airport can both equally share in all the ARFFWG has to offer. This is 
one of the challenges we face, and one which will help to define us in the years to come. 
Over the next few months we will have some surveys and information that will be 
disseminated to you so we can make sure everyone’s voice is heard.  
 
The ARFFWG Board of Directors will need your input and ideas, so be prepared. 
 
 
 

LARS ERLANDSSON, TREASURER REPORT 
 
 
In 1995 I joined the ARFFWG. I was not even thinking it would be a possibility for me 
to participate at a conference. To be involved in this organization, well that was not even 
on my mind! The year passed by and due to an organizational change at work I had the 
opportunity to cross the pond in 2005 to participate in the Annual Conference that was 
held in Dallas and since then I have participated in every Annual and also to a couple 
Sectionals (Copenhagen and Washington). Kim T. Olsen was on the Board of Directors 
serving as Director Section 11 and when Kim had the maximum year limit on the BOD I 
did run for that position and at the 2011 Annual Conference in Orlando I was elected as 
Director of Section 11.  
 
I was in a new world where I had to learn things like Roberts Rules of Order and more 
as well as call in to BOD meetings on a time of the day I am not used to having  meetings 
on. At our Annual in Las Vegas 2012 I did run for the position as Treasurer and now I am 
in that position. I am used to figures, I am working with budgets etc. at my work and on 
my time off I am Chair of a house society where I work very close to my treasurer and 
our bank contacts. Well, Sweden is not USA and things are not the same even if plus and 
minus are the same. After the closing of the Annual in Las Vegas David Whitaker and I 
together with Doug Mangles (past Treasure) went to the closest Wells Fargo Office to 
deposit money as well as having me into the bank system to be able to follow up our 
accounts etc. Doug handed over all the Treasurer’s documents before we left Las Vegas 
and already on the flight back to Sweden I started to go through what I had in my 
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laptop and to start I must admit I was a little bit confused due to differences between 
papers, how it looks in Sweden and in USA.  
 
I also had to learn a couple of new words as well as abbreviations I have never seen 
before. Lucky for me, and the organization, I have two very good email addresses, one is 
for Addy and one is for Barbara.  I suppose I am the first Treasurer in the history of 
the organization that has asked so many stupid or not so stupid questions, and more will 
come! We also run a weekly office meeting so nowadays I am normally in contact with 
Addy, Barbara and the rest of the Officers every Tuesday which is also an opportunity 
for me to ask questions and learn. At the moment, writing these lines I feel comfortable 
with the position and the work, I am quite often on the Wells Fargo log in as well as on 
the Quick Books Online that we use in the organization for budget purposes, P&L etc.  
 
It is not possible to write a Treasurers Report and not mention figures! We are a 
healthy organization and I am pleased with the figures and due to having only been 
Treasurer for a short time I must say that it is not because of me! So a very good job 
made by our staff Addy and Barbara as well as the previous Executive Board and of 
course thanks to all members and sponsors putting money into the organization so we 
can continue to deliver such good conferences and training programs. 2013 is our 
membership year so I encourage all of you to do the best to recruit even more members 
from your departments so we can go forward, raise our membership numbers and look 
forward to a very good 2013 as well as coming years. I have included several graphs and 
charts to illustrate our financial growth.  
 
 

ARFFWG Administrative Budget 2010 2011 2012 2013 

   
Jan-Dec Jan-Dec Jan-Dec Jan-Dec 

Budget 
 

Income $255,825.00 $292,195.00 $257,600.00 $324,865.00 

  
Expense $234,779.00 $249,184.00 $238,483.22 $256,748.00 

  
Net Income $21,046.00 $43,011.00 $19,116.78 $68,117.00 

       
   

Jan-Dec Jan-Dec Jan-Dec  Jan-Dec 
Result/Actual Income $259,511.56 $300,899.27 $307,869.49   

  
Expense $239,791.14 $272,167.08 $244,753.56   

  
Net Income $19,720.42 $28,732.19 $63,115.93   

   
        

   
Jan-Dec Jan-Dec Jan-Dec  Jan-Dec 

Budget VS 
Result/Actual Income $3,686.56 $8,704.27 $50,269.49   

  
Expense $5,012.14 $22,983.08 $6,270.34   

  
Net Income -$1,325.58 -$14,278.81 $43,999.15   
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ARFFWG Annual Conference Budget 2011 2012 2013 

    
      

Budget 
 

Estimated Income $173,974.50 $173,959.50 $207,815.00 

  
Estimated Expense $128,450.00 $108,700.00 $122,800.00 

  
Estimated Profit $45,524.50 $65,259.50 $85,015.00 

    
      

Result/Actual Actual Income $179,467.77 $190,840.00 $0.00 

  
Actual Expense $109,543.02 $96,721.40 $0.00 

  
Actual Profit $69,924.75 $94,118.60 $0.00 

    
      

Budget VS Result/Actual 
 

      

  
Income 

 
$5,493.27 $16,880.50   

  
Expense - is +! -$18,906.98 -$11,978.60   

  
Profit 

 
$24,400.25 $28,859.10   

 
 

ARFFWG Chiefs- & Leadership 
 

2011 2012 2013 

    
      

Budget 
 

Estimated Income $37,105.00 $42,385.00 $61,685.00 

  
Estimated Expense $23,696.55 $24,155.74 $30,621.08 

  
Estimated Profit $13,408.45 $18,229.26 $31,063.92 

    
      

Result/Actual Actual Income $39,491.50 $56,180.00 $0.00 

  
Actual Expense $22,200.07 $27,246.09 $0.00 

  
Actual Profit $17,291.43 $28,933.91 $0.00 

    
      

Budget VS 
Result/Actual 

  
      

  
Income 

 
$2,386.50 $13,795.00   

  
Expense - is +! -$1,496.48 $3,090.35   

  
Profit 

 
$3,882.98 $10,704.65   
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Profit & Loss 
  

January - December 2012 
  

 
Total 

 
  

Income 
      14010 AC - Registration Fees 111,900.00    36010 Registration Fees Payable 6,159.40 

   14020 AC - Merchandise Sales 4,046.00    36020 Merchandise Purchase 564.72 

   14025 AC -  Exhibitor Registration 38,100.00 
   36030 Informantion Exchange 
Program 4,334.20 

   14030 AC - Sponsorships 30,250.00    36032 BOD Monthly Meetings 159.37 
   14040 AC - Raffles/Auction 2,379.00    36035 BOD Special Meetings 6,017.40 

   14070 AC - Miscellaneous 350.00 
   36045 Food & Beverage 
Conferences 14,963.26 

   34010 Registration Fee 35,631.27    36060 Audiovisual 955.90 
   34020 Merchandise Sales 1,560.85    36070 Event Transportation 550.98 
   34025 Exhibitor Fees Seminars 8,175.00    36090 Exhibiting Expense 1,581.04 
   34030 Sponsorship Fees 6,344.00    36100 Lodging 4,100.62 
   34035 Advertising 300.00    36110 Travel 5,901.91 
   34040 Raffles/Auction 407.00    36120 Meals 1,005.31 
   34050 Membership Dues 65,346.97    36125 Entertainment 20.66 
   34070 Miscellaneous 1,114.40    36140 Freight 477.92 
   Uncategorized Income 1,965.00    36150 Printing 2,340.19 

Total Income 
$       

307,869.49    36160 Postage 926.56 

Gross Profit 
$       

307,869.49    36170 Miscellaneous Expenses 777.31 
Expenses 

 
   36240 Dues & Subscriptions 1,716.67 

   16005 AC - Award Expense 1,814.64    36250 Legal & Accounting 1,500.00 
   16010 AC - Registration Fees Payable 3,234.41    36265 Web Page Expense 9,775.02 
   16020 AC - Merchandise Purchases 1,229.80    36270 Office Supplies 2,660.55 
   16030 AC - Information Exchange Prg. 15,277.87    36280 Rent 3,487.00 
   16040 AC - Banquet 8,673.30    36285 Utilities 743.79 
   16045 AC - Food & Beverage 29,346.13    36290 Insurance/BOD & Liability 3,581.02 
   16050 AC - Coffee Breaks 5,702.98    36291 Insurance/Medical 5,400.00 
   16060 AC - Audiovisual 2,118.97    36300 Repairs/Service/Maintenance 226.86 
   16070 AC - Event Transportation 468.00    36330 Telephone 4,498.32 
   16080 AC - Pre-Conference Expense 4,385.60    36340 Bank Charges 1,603.76 
   16090 AC - Exhibiting Fees 5,584.53    36345 Credit Card Discount Fees 5,499.54 
   16110 AC - Travel 2,884.22    36348 Interest/Finance Charges 143.55 
   16120 AC - Meals 1,525.47    46075 Grant Expenditures 105.95 
   16125 AC - Entertainment 367.30    6560 Payroll Expenses 

    16130 AC - Speaker Fees 5,251.48       Taxes 4,341.35 
   16140 AC - Freight 2,014.15       Wages 48,909.99 
   16145 AC - Marketing/Promotion 5,682.62    Total 6560 Payroll Expenses $              53,251.34 
   16150 AC - Printing 1,116.00 

     16155 AC - Photography 1,068.00 Total Income $           307,869,49 
   16160 AC - Postage 754.23 Total Expenses $            244,753.56 
   16170 AC - Misc. 250.00 

     16270 AC - Office Expense 973.74 Net Income $              63,115.93 
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BYLAWS THE ARFF WORKING GROUP 
 

Adopted October 2011 
Annual Conference Orlando FL 

 
 
 
ARTICLE 1  GENERAL 
 
1.1 NAME The name of the association is the Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting Working 
Group, an international organization, and shall be known as the ARFF Working Group 
and/or ARFFWG (Hereinafter in these bylaws referred to as the ARFFWG). 
 
1.2 COPYRIGHT AND TRADEMARK The names Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting 
Working Group, ARFF Working Group, ARFFWG, the ARFF Working Group Web Page, 
and ARFF News, with their appropriate logos, are copyrighted and trademark protected.  
Any use of the so protected names and logos shall be only with the expressed 
permission of the ARFFWG Board of Directors. . 
 
1.3 RULES OF ORDER.  Unless otherwise provided in these bylaws, “Robert’s Rules of 
Order (revised)” shall govern the transaction of business at all meetings. 
 
1.4 REVIEW AND AMENDING  The ARFFWG By-Laws shall be reviewed for accuracy 
and appropriateness by the Executive Board Secretary with revision recommendations 
submitted to the Board of Directors at the first in-person Directors meeting following 
the Annual meeting.  
 
 
ARTICLE 2  PURPOSE AND POWERS 
 
2.1  PURPOSE AND POWERS The purpose of the ARFFWG shall be to promote the 
science and improve the methods of aviation fire/rescue protection and prevention; to 
obtain and circulate information on these subjects and to secure the cooperation of its 
memers, organizations, and the public in establishing proper safeguards against loss of 
life and property in aviation related areas. 
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ARTICLE 3  MEMBERSHIP 
 
3.1  CATEGORIES  There shall be four categories of membership: 
Voting Members    
(A) Individual Members 

• Civilian 
• Military   

(B) Sustaining Members 
(C) Supporting Organizational Members 

• Supporting 
• ARFF Provider 

(D) Honorary Members 
 
3.2  INDIVIDUAL MEMBER  (Civilian or Military) Individual members shall be any 
person interested in the profession of Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting desiring to 
belong to the ARFFWG.  An Individual member shall pay dues in the amount determined 
from time to time in accordance with paragraph 3.7 of this article.  Each such member 
shall have one vote in the affairs of the ARFFWG and shall receive one copy of all 
publications distributed to regular members. 
 
3.3 SUSTAINING MEMBER.  Those eligible to become Sustaining members shall be 
firms, corporations, trade or professional organizations, or other public or private 
agencies particularly desiring to recognize and to advance the purposes of the ARFFWG.  
Each Sustaining member shall designate an individual who will have one vote in the 
affairs of the ARFFWG and shall be entitled to one copy of all publications distributed 
to individual members.  Dues shall be in accordance with paragraph 3.7 of this article. 
 
3.4 SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBER.  Organization members are 
organizations, institutes, societies, associations, boards, bureaus, commissions, colleges 
and libraries, institutes of higher learning, agencies of Local, State and National 
Government desiring to advance the objectives and purposes of the ARFFWG. Dues shall 
be in accordance with paragraph 3.7 of this article.  Each member shall have delegate 
votes in the affairs of the ARFFWG in accordance with 3.7 and shall receive copies of 
all publications distributed to regular members according to the numerical delegates in 
3.7 and other such material as may be approved by the Board of Directors.   
 
3.5 HONORARY MEMBER.  Those eligible to become Honorary members shall be those 
persons who in the determination of the membership of the ARFFWG acting on the 
recommendation of the Board of Directors, have rendered to aviation fire protection 
exceptional service of the highest order over a substantial period of time.  Each 
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Honorary member shall have the rights and benefits of Individual members.  An 
Honorary member shall be exempt from paying membership dues. 
 
3.6 ADMISSION TO OR REVOCATION OF MEMBERSHIP.  Membership shall be by 
application directed to the ARFFWG Headquarters, and admission to membership shall 
be reviewed by the Secretary or their designee and entered into the appropriate 
membership category.  Any member described in the preceding section may have their 
membership revoked by a two thirds vote of the Board of Directors should they bring 
disrepute on the ARFFWG or conduct themselves in an unbecoming manner reflecting 
upon the organization.  
 
3.7  MEMBERSHIP DUES.  Dues shall be determined from time to time by a majority 
vote of the ARFFWG Board of Directors.  The Board of Directors shall review and if 
necessary revise the annual dues at their final meeting preceding the Annual 
conference.  The schedule of dues for each membership level will be published at a 
minimum annually following the Annual Membership meeting. 
  
 
3.8 DELEGATION OF ELIGIBLE VOTES  The number of eligible votes per 

membership category shall be according to the following table: 
 
 

Membership 
Category 

Membership Type Vote 
Delegates 

Individual   
 Civilian 1 
 Military 1 
Organizational   
 Supporting 1 
 ARFF Provider  
 FAA Index A / ICAO Cat. 1 - 4 1 
 FAA Index B / ICAO Cat. 4 & 6  2 
 FAA Index C / ICAO Cat. 8 & 9  3 
 FAA Index D / ICAO Cat. 9 4 
 FAA Index E / ICAO Cat. 10 5 
Sustaining  1 
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ARTICLE 4  BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
4.1 POWERS AND DUTIES.  The Board of Directors shall serve as the governing 
policy body regarding the affairs of the ARFFWG. As defined in Article 5, the 
Executive Board will serve to guide, support, represent, manage and record the 
activities of the Board of Directors and by extension the members at large of the 
ARFFWG. Each Director shall also be responsible for maintaining Section Managers and 
State Coordinators in good standing.  The Executive Board will report to the Board of 
Directors. 
 
4.2   COMPOSITION  The Board of Directors shall be composed of one Director for 
each Section as defined in Article 4.5.1.  Sections will encompass regional or 
organizational category status of members.  Additional Director positions may be added 
upon the embodiment of additional sections. 
 
4.3 ELIGIBILITY.  Nominees must meet the qualifications of the vacant position, 
e.g., a Section IV Representative vacancy will be filled only with a member who resides 
within those boundaries and is actively involved in the aircraft rescue fire protection 
industry.  Only individuals of record who represent their respective Sustaining 
Membership shall be authorized to fill the Sustaining Member Category, as outlined in 
paragraph 4.4.1 below. 
 
4.4 ELECTION COMMITTEE  The Chairperson shall appoint an Election Committee 
which shall be responsible for making the required announcements of vacancies,  
preparing the ballots, and posting the candidate data sheets conspicuously at the 
General Membership Meeting.  The Election Committee will coordinate the candidate 
forum of the meeting, will verify voting privileges, and count the ballots.  
 
4.5 NOMINATION AND ELECTION.  There shall be thirteen  Directors’ positions on 
the ARFFWG Board of Directors.  Directors are elected to the Board from within the 
sections they represent in accordance with paragraph 4.5.1.  All members in good 
standing shall be given at least fifteen days advance notice, in writing, of the deadline 
for nominations, and notice of the date when the election is to be held.  Publication of 
such notice in the ARFF News will be deemed to have met this requirement.  Any 
member in good standing may nominate eligible members for office.  To be considered, 
all nominations must be received at the ARFFWG Headquarters at least ninety days 
prior to the election date.  Write-in voting shall not be permitted.  Voting shall be as 
outlined in Section 6.4 of these Bylaws. Directors shall be elected to serve a two-year 
term.   
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4.5.1 DIRECTOR CATEGORIES.  The Board of Directors will be comprised of the 
following representatives: 
 

 
SECTION  

CONTINENT, COUNTRY, STATE, OR PROVINCE 

1 Northeast US Section - Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont, New York, New Jersey  

2 Eastern US Section - Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, 
Washington DC, West Virginia, and Ohio as well as Military APO’s 

3 Southeast US Section - Alabama, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, 
South Carolina 

4 Midwest US Section - Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, Kentucky, 
Missouri, Michigan, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin, Iowa  

5 Southern US Section - Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, 
Oklahoma, Texas, Tennessee, Mississippi  

6 Western US Section - Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Utah, 
Washington, Wyoming, Nebraska, Kansas, Alaska  

7 Pacific US Section - Arizona, California, Nevada, Hawaii. Guam, 
Micronesia, Saipan, All Other US Pacific Possessions  

8 Canada - Alberta/Saskatchewan, British Columbia, Manitoba, 
Newfoundland & Lab. New Brunswick, Ontario, Quebec, Nova 
Scotia & PE Island, Yukon / NWT / Nunavat 

9 Mexico, Central & South America, and the Caribbean Islands 
 

10 Asia, South East Asia & Islands, Australia, and Antarctica   
 

11 Europe & United Kingdom, Middle East, Africa, Atlantic Islands, & 
US Military bases with an APO address 

12 Sustaining members (voted on each even year) 
 

13  Sustaining members (voted on each odd year) 
 

 
 
4.5.2 TERMS OF SERVICE Half of the Board will be up for election at each Annual 
meeting (see Article 6.1).  No Director shall serve more than three consecutive terms 
except through appointment to fill a vacancy to the next election.  In this instance the 
appointment shall not constitute a term.  The directors shall be unsalaried.  Should 
there be no nominee for a Director position, immediately following the election, the 
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current Chairman shall fill the position for the term with a member in good standing 
from the vacant section.  All Directors shall be inducted into the Board of Directors at 
the meeting immediately following the adjournment of the annual meeting 
 
4.6 VACANCIES.  Vacancies occurring between annual meetings where possible shall 
be filled by the Chairperson.  Only those eligible nominees, per 4.2.1 above and will not 
exceed term limits as specified in 4.2, shall be considered.  The interim Director shall 
assume his, or her, duties upon notification and remain in that position for the 
remainder of the vacated term.   
A Section Director, duly elected to the Board, who changes Sections prior to the 
completion of his, or her, term, may continue to serve in that capacity until the next 
annual meeting.  At that time the position shall be considered vacant and filled 
according to these Bylaws.   An individual of record for a Sustaining Membership, who 
may leave that firm, corporation, etc., but who becomes the individual of record for any 
other Sustaining Membership in good standing, shall remain eligible to continue his, or 
her, term on the Board. 
 
4.7  MEETINGS.  The Board of Directors shall hold meetings quarterly and shall hold 
it’s meeting in such a place or places as the Board may determine.  Meetings of the 
Board shall be held by written notice submitted to members at least fourteen (14) days 
in advance or by a quorum of the Board.  The Board shall meet immediately prior to and 
immediately after the annual meeting. The Board may meet by teleconference as 
determined by the Executive Committee. 
 
4.8  NOTICE.  Notice of meetings of the Board of Directors shall be given by the 
ARFFWG Headquarters by mailing the same at least fourteen (14) days before the 
meeting.  The agenda shall be stated in the notice.  Other business may be transacted 
at the meeting.  Minutes for meetings and conference calls will be distributed to the 
Board of Directors within fourteen (14)  days (see 1.3) 
 
4.9  QUORUM. At least 50% or being the first odd number above 50% of  the sitting 
Board of Directors shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business and the 
affirmative vote of the majority of the Directors present shall be required for a vote 
or resolution to carry at any meeting. 
 
4.10  CONSENT.  Any action required, or permitted to be taken at any meeting of the 
Directors may be taken without a meeting if a written consent thereto is signed by two 
thirds of the Directors and filed with the records of the minutes of the Directors.  
Such consent shall be treated as a vote for all purposes. 
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4.11  REMOVAL.  A Director may be removed from office by a majority of the Board 
of Directors present at a meeting, provided that such business by the Director, was due 
to acts or omissions deemed by the Board of Directors to violate the best interests of 
the ARFFWG.  Consideration for removal, or removal under this paragraph shall be 
preceded by notice of the allegations being brought against the Director and after an 
opportunity to be heard has been provided to the Director in subject.  An informal 
hearing of allegations shall be held by the Board unless the Director waives the hearing 
in writing.  A quorum of the Board must be present at the informal hearing.  The 
Director may then be removed from the Board by a two-thirds vote of those Director’s 
present.  The removed Director shall receive written notice of removal describing the 
action taken and the basis for the action. 
 
4.12  CONDUCT  Each Director, duly authorized representative of the Board of 
Directors and employees  shall diligently comply with the ARFFWG Code of Ethics.  The 
ARFFWG Code of Ethics is attached as a supplement to these Bylaws, and may be 
amended, clarified, or otherwise changed by a majority vote of the Board of Directors.  
Such action will not be considered as a change to the Bylaws itself.   
 
It will be presumed that this ARFFWG Code of Ethics may also be applied to individual 
ARFFWG members as well. 
 
 
ARTICLE 5  OFFICERS 
 
5.1 EXECUTIVE BOARD.  The Executive Board reports to the Board of Directors and 
shall consist of the following officers of the ARFFWG:  Chairperson, 1st Vice 
Chairperson, 2nd Vice Chairperson, Secretary, and Treasurer.  Additional officers with 
such powers and duties not inconsistent with these Bylaws from time to time may be 
appointed by the Board of Directors on the recommendation of the Chairperson (See 
Article 7).  All officers shall receive no compensation other than reimbursement of 
documented and approved expenses directly associated with the ARFFWG. 
 
5.2  ELECTION AND QUALIFICATIONS.  The officers shall be elected by the Board 
of Directors from within their ranks at the meeting immediately following adjournment 
of  the annual meeting and shall serve at the will and pleasure of the Board of Directors.  
Any officer elected or appointed by the Board of Directors may be removed at any time 
by the affirmative vote of the Board.  To be qualified for the office of Chairperson, or 
1st Vice Chairperson, a Director must have served two (2) years on the Board of the 
ARFFWG.  To qualify for 2nd Vice Chairperson, Secretary, or Treasurer, a Director must 
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have served on the Board of Directors for one (1) year. The outgoing Chairperson will 
chair the election until that position is filled in the first act of the election process.  At 
such time the new Chairperson shall chair the election. 
 
5.2.1  TERM OF OFFICE.  Each officer shall serve in that respective position for the 
term of one (1) year.  Each shall serve no more than three consecutive terms in that 
capacity except by appointment to fill a vacancy.  
 
5.3  VACANCIES.  In case any office of the ARFFWG becomes vacant by death, 
resignation or any other cause, the Chairperson may appoint a Director to such vacancy, 
in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 4.3. 
 
5.4  CHAIRMAN.  The Chairperson of the Board, or the Chairperson’s delegated 
representative shall preside at the meetings of the ARFFWG and the Board of 
Directors.  The Chairperson shall, at the approval of the Board, authorize and appoint 
such representatives, committees, etc., as required to carry out the affairs of the 
ARFFWG.  The Chairperson shall report to the ARFFWG at the annual meeting with 
respect to the affairs of the ARFFWG.  The Chairperson shall, with all due diligence, 
canvass for, assess, select and appoint eligible persons to fill vacancies within the Board 
of Directors,. The Chairperson shall sign, with the Treasurer or another proper Director 
of the ARFFWG, any deeds, mortgages, bonds, contracts, or other instruments which 
the Board of Directors has authorized to be executed, except in cases where the 
signing and execution thereof shall be expressly delegated by the Board of Directors, 
by the Bylaws or by statute to some other Officer of the ARFFWG.   
 
The Chairperson shall oversee the activities of all employees including maintenance of 
formal, written job descriptions.  The Chairperson shall develop an instrument, approved 
by the Board of Directors, and will use this instrument to annually perform an evaluation 
of each employee of the ARFFWG.  The final evaluation plus any associated 
compensation adjustment shall be approved by the Board of Directors prior to the 
employees’ interview.  The Chairperson shall perform employee interviews. 
 
The Chairperson, working with the Treasurer, shall prepare the annual budget for the 
Group, and present it to the Executive Committee for review prior to its adoption by the 
Board of Directors. The Chairperson shall perform such additional duties as may be 
assigned by the Board of Directors and shall exercise such powers to the extent 
authorized by law. 
 
5.5  FIRST (1st) VICE CHAIRPERSON.  The 1st Vice Chairperson may perform any and 
all of the duties of the Chairperson in the event of the Chairperson’s absence, vacancy 
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or disability. The 1st Vice Chairperson shall be responsible for preparing, organizing and 
managing  the annual meeting.  The 1st Vice Chairperson will be responsible for the 
marketing material presented to the members and public.  The 1st Vice Chairperson will 
serve as the media relations point of contact for the annual meeting and other 
significant events. The 1st Vice Chairperson shall be responsible for the coordination of 
Sectional Seminars with appropriate Section Managers.  
 
The 1st Vice Chairperson shall have responsibility for the production, content and 
maintenance of the ARFFWG web-site.  As part of this responsibility the 1nd Vice 
Chairperson will oversee the webmaster of the site to ensure compliance with ARFFWG 
requirements. 
 
The 1st Vice Chairperson shall perform other duties as the Board of Directors or 
Chairperson from time to time determines to the extent authorized by law. 
 
5.6  SECOND (2nd) VICE CHAIRPERSON.  The 2nd Vice Chairperson may perform any 
and all of the duties of the 1st Vice Chairperson in his absence.  The 2nd Vice Chairperson 
shall also take on the duties of the Secretary for the purpose of maintaining minutes of 
the meeting in the event of the Secretary’s absence.   
 
The 2nd Vice Chairperson shall have responsibility for ARFFWG membership recruitment 
and retention. The 2nd Vice Chairperson shall develop and maintain a data base of 
members and produce an annual report of the state of membership for the Board of 
Directors.  A requirement of the 2nd Vice Chairperson position is to ensure that all 
Section Manager positions are filled and to the extent possible each state/country 
manager is also filled.    
 
The 2nd Vice Chairperson will be responsible for coordinating the efforts of the 
Sectional Directors in establishing state, country, or provincial representatives within 
their sections.  He, or she, will assist the Sectional Directors in coordination of 
Sectional Meetings.   
 
The 2nd Vice Chairperson shall perform other duties as the Board of Directors or 
Chairperson from time to time determines to the extent authorized by law. 
 
5.7  TREASURER.  The Treasurer shall administer and have charge of such books, 
documents, and papers as the Board of Directors shall determine and in general shall 
perform all duties incident to the office of Treasurer, subject to the control of the 
Board of Directors, and shall do and perform such duties as may be assigned by the 
Board of Directors.  The Treasurer, working with the Chairman, shall prepare the annual 
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budget for the Group, and present it to the Executive Committee for review prior to its 
adoption by the Board. The Treasurer shall provide for the giving of receipts for monies 
due and payable to the ARFFWG from whatever source, and shall see to the deposit of 
these monies in such bank, trusts companies and other depositories as shall be selected 
by the Board of Directors. The Treasurer shall ensure that all invoices, bills, fees, 
permits, licenses are paid in a timely manner and report of these expenditures be 
forwarded to the Board quarterly for review.  The Treasurer shall see to the making of 
such payments and promissory notes issued by the ARFFWG as the Treasurer shall 
deem necessary, convenient, or proper to be made on behalf of the ARFFWG.  The 
Treasurer shall prepare and distribute to the Board a quarterly Financial Statement.  
An outside, independent accounting firm shall perform a review of the accounts 
quarterly and prepare a reviewed report.  The most recent report shall be available at 
the Annual Meeting;  If required by the Board, the Treasurer shall give a bond for the 
faithful discharge of the Treasurer’s duties.  All expenditures in the amount of five 
thousand ($5,000.00) dollars or more shall require approval of the Chairman.  The 
Treasurer may assign any or all of these duties to ARFFWG Headquarters staff. 
 
5.8  SECRETARY.  The Secretary shall act as the Parliamentarian for all Board of 
Director meetings.   The Secretary shall be responsible for the annual review and 
update of the ARFFWG Bylaws.  He, or she, will serve as chair of the Bylaws Committee.  
The Secretary will oversee the Election Committee and ensure that all election 
procedures are followed according to these bylaws.  He, or she, will work with staff to 
ensure timely dispersal of agendas, meeting notices, and minutes.  The Secretary shall 
be responsible for reviewing all written contracts, agreements or other binding 
documents and shall ensure that any such instruments are introduced to the Board of 
Directors before execution. The Secretary shall ensure that no binding agreement is 
entered into without consent of the Board of Directors (Executive Board?) whether 
written or verbal.  The Secretary shall report to the Board of Directors any new 
contracts under consideration, expiring or those requiring renewal.  The Secretary will 
further ensure that any disputed contract is presented to the Board of Directors for 
guidance and resolution. 
 
The Secretary shall maintain and record the assets of the ARFFWG and develop an 
inventory record of these assets to ensure their proper care, maintenance or disposal.  
As an adjunct to this duty, the Secretary shall annually review the ARFFWG documents 
retention procedure to ensure compliance with State and Federal requirements 
 
5.8.1  EMPLOYEES   Employee positions must be approved by the Board of Directors.  
With the exception of voting, employees of the ARFFWG are entitled to all of the 
rights and privileges enjoyed by the all Members.  Their employment is at the enjoyment 
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of the ARFFWG Board of Directors.  All employees will be provided with a formal, 
written job description.   Employees must submit any and all documents that have affect 
upon the ARFFWG to the Executive Board and Board of Directors for their disposition.  
Employees may enter into, legally represent or bind the ARFFWG only following 
authorization by the Board of Directors.   The ARFFWG shall follow all employment law, 
both Federal, State and local, in the hire, review, discipline or dismissal of employees.  
Each employee shall be provided a performance review by the Chairperson  of the Board 
of Directors annually  
 
5.9  ASSIGNMENT OF DUTIES.  The duties of the officers may be reassigned among 
the Executive Board by mutual agreement of the Executive Board.  Executive Board 
members may delegate work effort to other Directors, employees, representatives or 
ARFFWG members but shall not be absolved of their responsibility for their assigned 
duties. 
 
 
ARTICLE 6  MEETING OF THE MEMBERS 
 
6.1  REGULAR MEETINGS.  There shall be an annual meeting of the ARFFWG unless 
determined otherwise by the Board of Directors, to act on the recommendations of 
committees and of the Board of Directors of the ARFFWG; and to act on such other 
business as may properly come before the meeting.  The time and place of the annual 
meeting shall be determined by the Board of Directors. 
 
6.2  SPECIAL MEETINGS.  A special meeting may be called by the Board of Directors, 
or shall be called on a written application of at least twenty-five percent of the 
members entitled to vote to the Board of Directors.  No business other than that 
stated in the notice of a special meeting shall be conducted thereat. 
 
6.3  QUORUM  In order to transact business at any regular or special meeting of the 
ARFFWG, there shall be present at least five percent of membership entitled to vote.  
A meeting shall be automatically adjourned when there are present less that five 
percent of membership entitled to vote. 
 
6.4  VOTING.  Only members of record of the ARFFWG shall be entitled to vote at 
that annual meeting.  All ARFFWG action shall require only the affirmative vote of a 
majority of the votes cast at the meeting.  The vote of each Individual Member, and 
Individual of Record for a Sustaining Member shall be cast by that person only.  The 
vote of each Honorary Member shall be cast by the Member individually.   
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The vote of each Supporting Organizational Member shall be cast by one of its 
accredited representatives who must vote the block of authorized delegates as one unit.  
Each accredited representative of a Supporting Organization shall be recorded with the 
Secretary or the designated official before the first general session of the meeting.  A 
person shall not be an accredited representative of more than one organization.   
 
In the event of a tie in the voting of the general membership, the outgoing Board shall 
break the tie by a simple majority vote of the Directors. 
 
6.4.1 ABSENTEE VOTING.   Absentee ballots shall be sent to all voting members of 
record sixty days prior to the annual meeting.  All completed absentee ballots shall be 
returned to ARFFWG Headquarters and be postmarked no later than 30 days prior to 
the annual meeting date.  Absentee ballots will remain unopened and shall be counted 
with the ballots cast at the annual meeting.  A person may request that his, or her, 
absentee ballot be removed if he, or she, elects to vote in person..  In the event of a tie 
in the voting of the general membership, the outgoing Board shall break the tie by a 
simple majority vote of the Directors.  
 
6.5  NOTICES.  Notice of meetings of the ARFFWG shall be emailed or mailed, postage 
prepaid, to all members entitled to vote at not less than sixty days previous to 
scheduled meeting date.  Notices may be contained within other published materials of 
the ARFFWG, to include the ARFFWG web site, or newsletter.  Should a notice of 
meeting not be received by a member for any reason not in the control of the ARFFWG 
(including change of member address not forwarded to the ARFFWG) , shall not be 
reason to invalidate the meeting call.   
 
 
ARTICLE 7  REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEES, AND SECTIONS 
 
 
7.1  REPRESENTATIVES.  The Chairperson may appoint such representatives of the 
ARFFWG with such powers and to perform such acts and duties on behalf of the 
ARFFWG, to the extent authorized by law, as the Chairperson may see fit.  This may 
include the appointment of one or more delegates to represent the ARFFWG at 
meetings or on committees of other organizations.  The Chairperson shall keep the 
Board informed of all such appointments. 
following appointed positions will be filled: 
- Regulatory Affairs Officer 
- NFPA Affairs Representative 
- Media Affairs Manager 
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- Educational Affairs Manager 
- Historian 
 
All appointed positions will continue at the pleasure of the Board of Directors and will 
be confirmed annually by the Board of Directors.  Each Representative must provide a 
report of activity within their domain at each quarterly meeting of the Board of 
Directors. 
 
7.2 COMMITTEES.   
 
(A)  With the exception of the Executive Board, the Chairperson may, as he or she 
deems necessary, appoint, from within the membership of the ARFFWG, such technical 
committees and other committees and with such powers, responsibilities and duties as 
the Chairperson shall determine and may disband such committees at will.   
 
(B) With the Exception of the Executive Board, Committees shall be appointed by the 
authority of the Chairperson for the purpose of developing and drafting codes, 
standards, recommended practices, manuals or guides, and similar advisory material for 
the consideration by the ARFFWG as its official advise on any problem of proper 
concern to the ARFFWG.  The Executive Board shall adopt guidelines for the 
government of these committees. 
 
 
7.3  SECTIONS.   
 
(A)   Groups of members having a substantial community of specialized interest in 
aircraft rescue and fire fighting may be organized in sections upon authorization by the 
Board of Directors.  Likewise, separate existing organizations may upon their request be 
constituted as sections of the ARFFWG.   
 

(B)   A Section shall function pursuant to the supervision and within the regulations 
established by the Board of Directors. 
   
(C)   The Board of Directors, after due notice and hearing, may suspend or terminate 
any section which fails to conform to the regulations or whose members do not evidence 
sufficient interest to justify continuance of the Section. 
 

(D)   Upon acceptance as a Section within the ARFFWG, the Chairperson shall appoint an 
interim Director who will represent that Section until the next annual meeting of the 
ARFFWG.  At that meeting, a Director shall be elected in accordance with these bylaws.  
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7.4 SUBSECTIONAL REPRESENTATION.  Subject to approval by the Executive 
Board, a director may nominate country, state, or provincial representatives that will 
work under the direct supervision of the Sectional Director.  Any other representative 
structure within a Section will be only upon authorization of the Executive Committee.  
 
 
ARTICLE 8  AMENDMENT 
 
8.1  AMENDMENT  The Bylaws of the ARFFWG may be amended at any annual or 
special meeting of the ARFFWG by affirmative vote of two thirds of the votes cast at 
the meeting, acting on the recommendation of the Board of Directors, provided that 
notice of the proposed amendment shall have been contained in the notice of the 
meeting. 
 
8.2  Bylaw amendments proposed by the ARFFWG members shall be properly brought 
before the annual or special meeting if the proposed amendment has been submitted to 
the Chairperson in writing over the signatures of twenty-five or more members of the 
ARFFWG entitled to vote not less than ninety days nor more than one hundred and 
eighty days prior to the next following duly called meeting of the ARFFWG.  A 
recommendation of the Board of Directors in favor of or in opposition to the proposed 
amendment shall accompany the proposed amendment. The proposed amendments and 
the Board of Directors recommendations shall be published in ARFF News and on the 
ARFFWG website at least 30 days prior to the annual meeting. 
 
8.3 Changes to these bylaws shall become effective at the next regularly scheduled 

meeting of the Board following the conclusion of the annual meeting.   
 
 

End of By-Law Document 
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Job Description for Section Directors 
 
 

The mission statement of the ARFF Working Group is as follows: 
 
 

The AIRCRAFT RESCUE & FIRE FIGHTING WORKING GROUP (ARFFWG) exists 
primarily for the benefit of fire protection personnel who work at, or near airports, 
and for those who can reasonably be expected to become involved with some type of 
aviation - related emergency. The ARFFWG will provide a vehicle for all those 
concerned with aviation fire safety, efficient access to information concerning training, 
facilities, operational procedures, investigative information, and other areas as needed. 
Through membership, no member is pledged to any course of action. 
 
As a Section Directors for the ARFF Working Group, you will be expected to follow 
these guidelines: 
 
1. To promote membership in the ARFFWG by visiting and speaking with firefighters at 
airports and firehouses in your section, as well as discussion with your State, Province 
or Section Coordinators on promoting new membership. 
 
2. To be an attentive ear to the membership in your section and to advise them of the 
services provided by the ARFFWG, which can assist them in their day-to-day operations. 
To gather information from our members in your section as to what is going on in the 
ARFF industry. To pass this information on to the next level of management via email. 
This will help keep our Board of Directors Section Managers and Staff advised as to the 
pulse of our industry from our members in their locations. 
 
3. To post articles in the ARFF Working Group Newsletter written by you and by 
members of your Section. All Articles must be submitted by the 15th day of every odd 
month. The newsletter is published 6 times a year. Articles are to be submitted to ARFF 
News Editor(s). 
 
4. To pass along information you have learned that is not covered in the ARFF 
Newsletter, Web Page or Conferences to the members of your Sections. This will help 
you gather news and news stories from and for our members. 
 
5. Section Directors and Section Managers are to review all information pertaining to 
their section on the ARFF WG Web Page located at www.arffwg.org and the ARFF 
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News. Please read and proof your sections and make input as to your areas of our web 
page and ARFF News as often as you can. Corrections and input is appreciated and 
welcome. It is easier for our organization to show an international style, if we all help 
from around the world with input, flavor and style from your location. 
 
6. To conduct an educational/training seminar in your Section, preferably a seminar for 
the education and advancement of ARFF personnel, or at a minimum, a conference to 
discuss your Section business. This will help get you and your section together face to 
face. We have made a lot of things happen over the years by just getting together and 
talking with each other. 
 
7. To set up Section Manager and State, Province or Section Coordinators to assist you 
in the day-to-day operation of your Section for our members. Write job descriptions as 
to what you would like them to do. 
 
The following information is required of all new Section Directors, Section Managers, 
and State, Province or Regional Coordinators upon acceptance of their Position. This 
information is to be sent to ARFF Working Group Headquarters info@arffwg.org. She 
will forward it to the Administration, ARFF News and ARFF Web Page. 
 
1. A digital photograph of yourself 
2. Your name and address for contact 
3. Your work title 
4. Telephone and fax numbers for contact 
5. Your email address for contact 
 
This information will be placed in both the ARFFWG Newsletter and the ARFFWG Web 
Page, be sure that it is correct and the proper place you want to be contacted at. Please 
remember to update Barbara with any changes to this information. 
 
Chain of Command as follows: 
Executive Committee 
Section Directors 
Section Managers 
State, Province or Regional Coordinators 
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Job Description for Section Managers 
 

The mission statement of the ARFF Working Group is as follows: 
 
 

The AIRCRAFT RESCUE & FIRE FIGHTING WORKING GROUP (ARFFWG) 
exists primarily for the benefit of fire protection personnel who work at, or near airports, and 
for those who can reasonably be expected to become involved with some type of aviation - 
related emergency. The ARFFWG will provide a vehicle for all those 
concerned with aviation fire safety, efficient access to information concerning training, 
facilities, operational procedures, investigative information, and other areas as needed. 
Through membership, no member is pledged to any course of action. 
 
 
As a Section Manager for the ARFF Working Group, you will be expected to follow 
these guidelines: 
 
1. To promote membership in the ARFFWG by visiting and speaking with firefighters at 
airports and firehouses in your section, as well as discussion with your State coordinators on 
promoting new membership. 
 
2. To be an attentive ear to the membership in your section and to advise them of the 
services provided by the ARFFWG, which can assist them in their day-to-day operations. 
To gather information from our members as to what is going on in the ARFF industry. 
To pass this information on to the next level of management via email. This will help 
keep our Managers and Board of Directors advised as to the pulse of our industry from 
our members in their locations. 
 
3. To post articles in the ARFF Newsletter written by you and by members of your 
Section. All Articles must be submitted by the 15th day of every odd month. The 
newsletter is published 6 times a year. Articles are to be submitted to the Editorial News Team 
for review before being sent on to the NFPA publisher of our newsletter. 
 
4. To pass along information you have learned that is not covered in the ARFF 
Newsletter, Web Page or Conferences to the members of your Section. This will help 
you gather news and news stories from our members. 
 
5. Section managers are to review all information pertaining to their section on the 
ARFFWG Web Page located at www.arffwg.org any additions, deletions and updates 
should be made to ARFF Working Group Headquarters, info@arffwg.org. Please read and proof 
your sections and input areas of our web page as often as you can. Corrections and input is 
appreciated and welcome. It is easier for our organization to show an international style if we all 
help from around the world with input, flavor and style from your location. 

mailto:info@arffwg.org�
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6. To conduct a seminar in your section, preferably a seminar for the education and 
advancement of ARFF personnel or at a minimum, a conference to discuss your section 
business. This will help get you and your section together face to face. We have made a 
lot of things happen over the years by just getting together and talking with each other. 
 
7. To set up State and/or Province coordinators to assist you in the day-to-day operation of 
your section for your members. Write job descriptions as to what you would like them to do. The 
following information is required of all new Section Managers and State, Provencal or Regional 
Coordinators upon acceptance of their Position. This information is to be sent to ARFFWG 
Headquarters at info@arffwg.org. 
 
1. A digital photograph 
2. Your name and address 
3. Your work title 
4. Telephone and fax numbers 
5. Your email address 
 
This information will be placed in both the ARFFWG Newsletter and the ARFFWG Web 
Page, be sure that it is correct and to the proper place you want to be contacted at. 
 
Chain of Command as follows: 
 
Executive Committee 
Section Directors 
Section Managers 
State, Province or Regional Coordinators 
 

 
 

 
JOB DESCRIPTION FOR STATE, REGIONAL, TERRITORY and 

PROVINCIAL COORDINATOR GUIDELINES 
 

 
The mission statement of the ARFF Working Groups as follows: 

 
The AIRCRAFT RESCUE & FIRE FIGHTING WORKING GROUP (ARFFWG) exists 
primarily for the benefit of fire protection personnel who work at, or near airports, and 
for those who can reasonably be expected to become involved with some type of aviation 
– related emergency. The ARFFWG will provide a resource for all those concerned with 
aviation fire safety, efficient access to information concerning training, facilities, 

mailto:info@arffwg.org�
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operational procedures, investigative information, and other areas as needed. Through 
membership, no member is pledged to any course of action. 
 
As a State Coordinator for the ARFF Working Group, you will be expected to follow 
these guidelines. 
 
1. To promote membership in the ARFFWG by making contact with firefighters at 
airports and firehouses in your state, as well as discussing with the Section Manager 
and Section Director ideas on promoting new membership. 
 
2. To be a resource for your state in advising members of the services that are offered 
by the ARFFWG, which may assist them in their day to day operations. To be a resource 
point for members to relate the things that are happening in their departments or 
organizations that may be a benefit for members throughout our organization. To be a 
state focal point for members to contact via email. 
 
3. To pass along information you have learned that is not covered in the ARFF 
Newsletter, Web Page or Conferences to the members of your state. This will help you 
gather news and news stories from and for our members. 
 
4. To be a resource for state organization who’s goals or mission statements follow along 
with those of the ARFFWG (ie State Fire Chief’s , State Fire Marshals etc.). 
 
5. To coordinate with the Section Manager any state educational/training seminars 
within your state. This may include items for the education and advancement of ARFF 
personnel, or business meetings to discuss concerns within the state that affect the 
aviation firefighting industry. 
 
Chain of Command as follows: 
 
Executive Committee 
Section Directors 
Section Managers 
State, Province or Regional Coordinators 
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CODE OF ETHICS 
 

CODE OF ETHICS* 
 

As a member of the ARFF Working Group, I will: 

 

1. Listen carefully to other board members. 

2. Respect the opinion of my fellow board members and not impugn the reputation of 

colleagues, members or other professionals. 

3. Respect and support the majority decisions of the board. 

4. Recognize that all authority is vested in the full board only when it meets in legal 

session. 

5. Keep well informed of developments relevant to issues that may come before the 

board. 

6. Participate actively in board meetings and actions. 

7. Bring to the attention of the board any issues that are believed to or may have an 

adverse effect on the organization or those we serve. 

8. Listen to the needs of those we serve in the organization and inform general 

members of board decisions and actions. 

9. Understand that board positions are intended to ensure that the organization is 

well managed. 

10. Represent those whom this organization serves and not a particular geographic 

area, interest group, political agenda or organization. 

11. Consider one’s self a “trustee” of the organization and do the best to ensure that 

it is well-maintained, financially secure, growing and always operating in the best 

interest of those we serve. 
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12. Always work to learn how to improve the board and the position on the board that 

is occupied. 

13. Declare conflicts of interest between an individual’s personal or professional life 

and position on the board and abstain from voting when a conflict arises. 

14. Never promise to others any personal or material benefit not expressly 

authorized in the organizations By-Laws 

15. Maintain confidentiality of personnel issues and other sensitive issues that come 

before the board 

16. Perform activities of the office in accordance with the law. 

17. Not impugn, disrespect or cause the organization to be cast in a less than 

favorable light. 

 

* This code of ethics is a reflection of the conduct to be demonstrated by the 

Board of Directors but they may also be equally applied to members at large 

including employees, and vendors, and representatives.  
 

 LEGEND AWARD 
 

The Legend Award is the most prestigious of all of the ARFFWG awards and each 
inductee has been selected by their peers. 
 

Eligibility 

• Open to Individuals both living and posthumously 
• Only one individual inducted per year and this person can only be inducted once 
• Have a minimum of twenty (20) years active service in the industry 
• Nominee need not be or have been an active firefighter, or a part of the fire 

service, or been associated with an airport or the military 

 

Contributing Factors for a nominee 
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• The nominee has contributed a significant role in shaping the ARFF community 
• The nominee has demonstrated a commitment over many years to foster progress 

within the ARFF community 
• The nominees’ efforts have provided a catalyst for extensive change or 

improvement in the ARFF community 
• The nominee has developed a level of respect within the ARFF community that 

contributed to their effectiveness 

 

Selection Committee 

• The Selection Committee shall be comprised of five (5) Legend award recipients 
• The ARFFWG Chairman will serve as a non-nominating and non-voting member of 

the Selection Committee unless the provisions of the next paragraph are needed 
• If there are not at least five (5) Legends willing to participate in the order of 

induction on the Selection Committee then the Selection Committee positions will 
be filled by the Board of Directors starting with the Chairman, First Vice 
Chairman, Second Vice Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer until five (5) Selection 
Committee members have been achieved 

 
Selection Process 

• Each five (5) members of the selection committee shall submit three (3) possible 
nominees for a total of fifteen (15) maximum nominees. 

• If there is majority nomination for any one (1) nominee then that nominee is 
awarded the Legend  award 

• If there is no clear choice then there will be a vote conducted by the Selection 
Committee 

• The selection process should be conducted ninety-days (90) prior to the ARFFWG 
annual meeting with final selection completed  a minimum of thirty days (30) prior 
to the annual meeting 

 
Benefits 

• Awarded a Lifetime membership in the ARFFWG with voting rights 
• Registration fees waived for all ARFFWG events 
• Name recognition engraved on the perpetual Legend award  
• Given an individual plaque-award and Legend lapel pin 
• Recognition at all ARFFWG annual meetings 
• Name tag to reflect status as an ARFFWG Legend at all ARFFWG conferences 

attended 
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ARFF Educational Information 
Exchange (EIE) Scholarship Program 

 
 
 
I) Title and Purpose of EIE-Fund 
 
The Fund shall be entitled, “ARFF Working Group-EIE Fund”. The ARFFWG shall 
actively recruit sponsorship to co-fund the account for future growth.  
 
The purpose of the Program is to locate, solicit, and fund presenters, and to provide 
financial assistance to attendees with limited funds to attend ARFFWG events.  
 
The Program shall subsidize presenters who otherwise would not have access to the 
funds to present relevant information to the ARFF industry and, to provide financial aid 
to those who wish to attend, but do not have funds available to them. 
 
II) Administrative Review Board 
 
A five person program committee shall be made up of one (1) Administrator from the 
ARFF Working Group and two (2) ARFF Working Group Board Member.  The remaining 
two (2) representatives shall be selected from the ARFF Industry which shall include, 
but not be limited to aviation industry experts, manufacturers/ suppliers, and training 
facilities.    
 
The Administrative Review Board shall have final decision-making authority as to who is 
accepted for funding consideration. 
 
The Review Board shall oversee the financial account, and shall meet as necessary to 
review this document, the financial health of the Fund, and to select Fund recipients. 
 
III) Responsibilities of Applicants 
 
Interested presenters shall submit a response to the "Call for Papers" request for an 
ARFFWG event. Events include the ARFFWG Annual Conference, ARFFWG/AAAE ARFF 
Chiefs & Leadership Conference, or any ARFF Working Group endorsed program. 
 
Applicant presenters shall be accepted as invited speakers based on topic, following 
review and approval by the Review Board.  
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To be eligible for the Program, applicant attendees shall be required to demonstrate 
financial hardship with a letter from their department or company indicating lack of 
funds to send the applicant to the desired event. Additionally, they shall submit 
documentation substantiating their need and justification to attend the event. 
 
Applicant attendees shall be accepted following review and approval by the Review 
Board. 

 
IV) EIE Fund Grants 
 
Approved applicants shall have conference registration fees waived and shall be eligible 
to receive a maximum of $1,000.  Reimbursement shall be used to defer travel 
expenses such as air fare, meals and lodging accommodations.  
 
All presenters will be introduced as ARFF-EIE Program recipients prior to their 
presentation.  

 
V) Fiscal Responsibility/Management 
 
All funds earmarked for the “ARFF-EIE Fund” shall be held in a separate account 
maintained by the ARFF Working Group. Account holders and signers will be comprised 
of the Administrator and the ARFFWG Board Member and the ARFF Working Group 
Treasurer.  
 
The account shall be maintained by using recognized accounting standards. The account 
shall be reviewed by an independent accounting firm annually and the results shall be 
reported to the Administrative Review Board and the ARFFWG Board of Directors. 
 
Funds from the account may be used to pay for the accounting and independent 
reports.    

 
VI) Agreement Summary 
 
The purpose of the Fund is to: 
 

• Subsidize presenters who otherwise would not have access to adequate funds to present 
relevant information to the ARFF industry, and  

• Subsidize attendees who do not have adequate funds to attend an ARFF event for which 
they have provided justification regarding their need to attend the event.   
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BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP 
 
 

 
1. ARFF NEWS – The bi-monthly journal of the ARFFWG, which is rated as one of the 

best resources of aircraft fire protection knowledge available. The journal dates 
back to the inception of the organization.  
 

2. ARFF Weekly Report – The Report is a collection of current events available via e-
mail. The report is a great resource for formulating safety briefing and developing 
local training programs. ARFF Daily news is delivered daily via our web site under the 
NEWS tab.  

 
3. ARFF DATA BASE – This Microsoft Access based program puts aircraft crash 

charts and other crash related information at the incident commander’s fingertips. 
The data base is being used with impressive results at airports around the world. The 
data base is also available in a standalone version.  

 
4. ANNUAL CONFERENCE – The Annual Conference is the largest ARFF conference 

held in the U.S. each year. Hundreds of ARFF professionals gathered together to 
network, learn, and advance. The AC is our official annual business meeting, director 
election, awards recognition, and is concluded by a formal banquet.   

 
5. SECTIONALS & JOINT CONFERENCES - Themed and geographical outreach 

programs are designed to inform and educate members in current events and lessons 
learned. ARFF Chief, Cargo, International, Plant Tours, and Training have all been 
presented.  

 
6. NETWORKING – The ARFFWG can put members in contact with experts in the field 

to assist them with special problems or supply specific information. 
 
7. VOTING PRIVILEGE – An opportunity for you to have a voice in an organization that 

is one of the leading movers and shakers of ARFF issues. 
 
8. WEBSITE “MEMBERS ONLY” SECTION – Take advantage of the members only 

section of the website where you can download the video loaning library list, 
membership list, most current issue of ARFF News, lesson plans and much more. 
Conference attendees can preview and download presentations future use. 
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MEMBERSHIP BROCHURE
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Board of Directors Elections 
 
The ARFFWG has 13 possible Directors who carry out the management functions of the 
ARFFWG.  From the Directors, five (5) Officers are chosen who are delegated to run the day to 
day administration.  Each year, approximately half the Director positions are open and must be 
filled.  In odd years (2011, 2013, etc.) all the odd number Sections (1, 3, 5, etc.) will be up for 
either re-election or election.  During In the even number years (2012, 2014, etc.) all even 
number Sections (2, 4, 6, etc.) will be up for election.  Directors elected will serve a two (2) year 
term for a maximum of (3) three terms. 
 
The Director positions are an excellent opportunity to become directly involved in the way the 
ARFFWG operates.  Please use the attached nomination form.  Nomination forms must be 
received no less than 90 days prior to the Annual Conference Business Meeting.  Current 
Directors up for re- election must also file nomination forms.  All nominations received by the 
deadline date will be allowed an opportunity to speak to, and inform the audience about 
themselves.  Nominations will not be accepted from the floor.  All nomination forms will be 
posted for all to read and the details provided on the form for each candidate will be included 
with the absentee ballots.  The list of projected vacancies is as follows: 
 
            

SECTION CONTINENT, COUNTRY, REGION, OR PROVINCE 

1 Northeast US Section - Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, 
Vermont, New York, New Jersey  

2 Eastern US Section - Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Washington DC, West 
Virginia, and Ohio as well as Military APO’s 

3 Southeast US Section - Alabama, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina 

4 Midwest US Section - Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, Kentucky, Missouri, Michigan, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin, Iowa  

5 Southern US Section - Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Tennessee, 
Mississippi  

6 Western US Section - Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming, 
Nebraska, Kansas, Alaska  

7 Pacific US Section - Arizona, California, Nevada, Hawaii. Guam, Micronesia, Saipan, All 
Other US Pacific Possessions  

8 Canada - Alberta/Saskatchewan, British Columbia, Manitoba, Newfoundland & Lab. New 
Brunswick, Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia & PE Island, Yukon / NWT / Nunavat 

9 Mexico, Central & South America, and the Caribbean Islands 
 

10 Asia, South East Asia & Islands, Australia, and Antarctica   
 

11 Europe & United Kingdom, Middle East, Africa, Atlantic Islands, & US Military bases with 
an APO address 

12 Sustaining members (voted on each even year) 
 

13 Sustaining members (voted on each odd year) 
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Nomination for Election - Board of Directors 
 
Name of Nominee:___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Affiliation:_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   
Address:___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please provide details about yourself or the person which you are nominating.  If more space is needed, 
attach additional sheets.  Information is requested so we may become better acquainted with the nominee 
to understand their desire and position sought.    (Please Type or Print) 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Signature of person making nomination:__________________________________________________ 
 
Printed Name:______________________________  Title__________________________________ 
 
Affiliation:____________________________________ Telephone No._______________________ 
 
Address:________________________________________________________________________ 
 
This Nomination Form  must be received no later than 90 days prior to the Annual Conference Business 
Meeting.  Send forms to ARFF Working Group, Inc.  Secretary, 1701 W. Northwest Highway, Grapevine, 
Texas   76051. 
 
-------------------------------------------------FOR ARFFWG USE ONLY----------------------------------------- 

Date Nomination Form Received:_____________________ ARFFWG Member?   _____Yes _____ No 

Affiliation/Index Reviewed:________________________ Approved as Applied     _____Yes _____No  

PLEASE SELECT THE APPROPRIATE SECTION FOR YOUR NOMIEE 
 

 _ ___Section 1     ___Section 2  ___Section 3   ___Section 4    ___Section 5    ___Section 6   ___Section 7 
 
 _ ___Section 8    ___Section 9  ___Section 10  ___Section 11  ___Section 12  ___Section 13   
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ARFF WORKING GROUP AWARDS PROGRAM 
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FUTURE GOALS & OBJECTIVES 
 
 

• Develop, approve and operate the ARFFWG by an approved Business Plan. 
 

• Increase revenue through increased membership, accepted business practices and 
increased delivery of training programs. 

 
• Develop and produce training programs in conjunction with a delivery medium such 

as ANTN, AAAE. 
 

• Reduce the ARFFWG business operating costs through enhancement of electronic 
communications and product delivery. 

 
• Reduce operation costs by significantly reducing the amount of printed materials 

through the use of internet and electronic medium. 
 

• Reduce operating costs by significantly reducing the amount of mailings to 
members by using the electronic format. 

 
• Maintain a clear and distinct presenence in the Aviation industry as a whole and 

participate in all available conferences, programs and standards development 
functions. 

 
• Utilize Cost Benefit Analysis programs which reflect the Direct and Indirect 

costs associated with the operation of the ARFFWG and training programs and 
seminars. 

 
• Increase membership involvement with this organization. 

 
• Have all of our Section Director, Manager, and State Coordinator positions filled. 

 
• Develop a conference organization committee of the general membership to 

increase participation in the organization in planning the annual conference. 
 

• Keys to Sussess: 
o Build Alliances 
o Build Membership 
o Focus on Mission Statement 
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